
There are several harmonized North 

American lighting standards, covering 

products such as Luminaires, Self-Ballasted 

Lamps, and Lamp holders.  These 

harmonization activities result in a 

single standard with embedded national 

differences as determined by each country.  

This is a laudable outcome, but the duration 

and complexity of the process for updating 

the standards has raised questions as to 

whether it is the only viable approach.  

The rapid pace of technological change 

in the lighting sector is challenging the 

standards development community to 

provide documents that contain enough 

guidance to preclude safety oversights 

and promote a level playing field, while 

also being nimble and flexible enough to 

not impede progress or stymie innovation.  

The current processes are struggling 

to meet this latter set of demands. 

In June 2012, UL and ULC Standards released 

the first bi-national (U.S. / Canada) standard 

developed under a new joint standards 

development process.  The Standard for 

Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED) 

Panels, ANSI/UL 8752 | CAN/ULC-S8752, 
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The LED Roadshow, taught by UL staff and industry experts, has visited 12 cities 

in 6 countries over the past 2 years. Attendees learn about global trends in 

LED and Solid State Lighting, get the latest information on UL’s SSL Standards 

and learn strategies to streamline the certification process, among many other 

objectives. This comprehensive package of classroom courses has been made 

into a virtual on-demand learning experience. 

UL’s Virtual LED Roadshow, now available online, covers the topics listed below:

• ED Market Trends

• UL 48 Signs and Retrofit Update

• Update on the Safety Standards for Solid State Lighting

• Introduction to Zhaga

• Energy Efficiency Program Updates / Energy Star

• UL Solid State Lighting Component Programs for Luminaires

Each module offers technical and functional content that will not be found 

elsewhere. The courses are available as a bundle for $100 or individually for 

only $25. 

Manufacturers under increasing pressure to deliver products to market quickly 

and efficiently will find these modules an extremely useful tool. And, as LED 

and OLED technology emerges, UL will continue to update our customers on 

the latest trends and standards (UL 8750, LED & UL8752, OLED) through both 

classroom and online modules.

Please contact Patrick Baglien at Patrick.Baglien@ul.com or 847.664.1019 for 

further information on the LED Roadshow or visit ulknowledgeservices.com

LED Roadshow On-Demand
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A Letter From Alberto

UL was excited 
to launch our 
first consumer-
oriented app 
last year when 
LightSmart was 
introduced. 
As LightSmart 
evolved it 
became a tool 
for lighting 

designers and retailers as well. The 
ability to take a photo of your living 
environment and experiment with 
different light sources opened the 
door for lighting designers to show 
the dramatic effects lighting can 
have in any room. Retailers are now 
equipped with a mobile application, 
independent of manufacturers, that 
helps them demonstrate their lighting 
expertise so their customers can feel 
educated and confident about the 
choices they are about to make. We  
are equally excited about the ‘ALA 
showroom finder’ feature that we 
just released. The new feature helps 
consumers find showrooms stocked 
with a wide variety of products and 
reinforces the value of consulting with 
lighting experts. As LightSmart evolves, 
it will continue to add value to more 
segments of the lighting industry. 
Enjoy! 

With Regards,

Alberto Uggetti 

VP and GM Global Lighting

 
By Patrick Baglien   / Lighting, UL Knowledge Services 
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UL.com/lighting

LFT Winners Provide Value to Consumers 

I’m still surprised when I shop for residential lighting to find so few 
LED fixtures available in mainstream retail and big box outlets. 
Sure there are plenty of replacement lamps and recessed retrofits 
available but not so many fixtures designed specifically for LED light 
sources. If showrooms are hesitant because the demand just doesn’t 
seem to be there, the place to start looking for what to stock on the 
shelves is among the Lighting for Tomorrow winning entries.

Lighting for Tomorrow, LFT, just held its 

10th consecutive lighting competition. The 

annual event was first held in 2003 as a 

National Fixture Design Competition aimed 

at increasing the availability of attractive 

high efficiency residential lighting fixtures. 

To be eligible, entries had to comply with 

the efficacy requirements of ENERGY STAR® 

for residential fixtures. There were originally 

seven categories of indoor fixtures. This 

year, there were 28 distinct categories for 

indoor and outdoor fixtures, replacement 

bulbs, retrofit kits and lighting controls.

The sponsoring organizers—ALA, CEE and 

UL—were amazed at receiving a record 

143 entries this year. As a result, 17 entries 

were selected as notable winners.

The judges take two full days reviewing 

the entries, which they see installed and 

operating. Judges individually score each 

product then have detailed discussions 

before selecting the winning entries. The 

scoring is both objective and subjective, 

because quality of light can be both a 

measurement and a perception. For example, 

the color temperature and the lumen output 

can be measured but the effect of glare 

or light patterns cast by the fixture can 

only be perceived and may be negative or 

positive depending on the age, sensitivity 

and viewing angle of an individual. The 

product attributes are scored and tallied for 

the discussion sessions. The suggested retail 

price range and saleability of the product 

are very important judging attributes; if the 

price is too high or the product doesn’t have 

the finish or style the market is demanding, 

it’s not a wise investment in retail shelf 

space. Winning products should have an 

obvious attractiveness, a unique look and be 

aesthetically and architecturally pleasing. 

Additionally, they should be easy to install, 

functional with off the shelf controls 

and satisfy the functional and decorative 

requirements for the application. Finally, 

the LED fixture should provide good value 

to the consumer because of the lower cost 

of maintenance and operation. Often there 

are rebates or other incentives, offered by 

the utilites, to promote the winning entries.

This year was particularly challenging 

because not all products were categorically 

included in the ENERGY STAR® requirements. 

They are indeed products for ‘Tomorrow’ 

and, as such, they are ahead of the curve in 

terms of established efficacy thresholds.

If you want to know where to find this 

year’s winners, they are all featured in the 

annual “Lighting for Tomorrow” award 

catalog which is distributed at the ALA 

Annual Conference and through various 

channels to over 500 showrooms across 

the US and Canada. UL also features the 

winning designs on its LightSmartTM app 

for iPad, iPhone and AndroidTM users. 

For past and present winners as well 

as upcoming 2013 deadlines, check 

out www.lightingfortomorrow.org

By Shari L Hunter  / P.E., Business Development Manager
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The LightSmartTM App from UL is a free app designed to help consumers transition their  

home lighting to energy efficient technology. Available for iPhone, iPad and AndroidTM users, 

the app allows users to Save, Find, Shop and Learn. Save by comparing ongoing operating 

costs of various replacement bulbs. Find the right amount of light, or lumens, and the  

right color for your home. Shop for new light fixtures and get expert advice from ALA 

showrooms. Learn about the regulations affecting the phase-out and availability of 

traditional incandescent light bulbs. Download today at the iTunes® Store or Google Play. 

Learn more at UL.com/lighting 

was approved by a single committee, 

with a single ballot process, utilizing UL’s 

Collaborative Standards Development 

System (CSDS).  From preliminary review 

of the first draft, through initial balloting 

and then recirculation in response to 

comments, the entire process was completed 

in four months.  The standard is both 

ANSI approved for the U.S. and Standards 

Council of Canada (SCC) approved as a 

National Standard of Canada.  The technical 

content is identical for both countries, with 

the differences limited to the identified 

component standard and Code references.

As an accredited standards development 

organization (SDO) in Canada for 40 

years, ULC Standards operates under the 

consensus-based principles as required by the 

SCC. The first ULC Standards were produced 

in the early 1920s.  Many ULC standards are 

referenced in various Canadian codes. Their 

areas of expertise include fire alarm and 

signaling systems, commissioning of life 

safety systems, live working tools for electric 

utilities, and fire safety tests for building 

materials, among others.  Its first entry into 

lighting products occurred in 2002 with 

the publication of ULC/ORD-C924, whose 

content aligned with the U.S. requirements 

for photoluminescent exit signs.  In 2010, 

the scope was expanded and the document 

upgraded to become a National Standard 

of Canada, CAN/ULC-S572, addressing 

photoluminescent and self-luminous exit 

signs and path markers, with requirements 

that are harmonized with the applicable 

U.S. standards (UL 924 and UL 1994). 

Recognizing the advantages of the fully 

coordinated and seamless joint bi-national 

process piloted by the OLED standards 

project, UL and ULC Standards are partnering 

again to develop a bi-national standard 

for Suspended Ceiling Grid Low Voltage 

Equipment.  This standard will be based on 

UL’s existing Outline of Investigation, UL 

2577, and supports the DC power distribution 

initiative being championed by the Emerge 

Alliance.  Preliminary review of the document 

by the joint UL / ULC Technical Committee 

on Solid State Lighting is expected to begin 

this summer, with balloting in the fall and 

publication anticipated by the end of the year.

The single process, single committee 

approach to U.S. and Canadian standards 

harmonization demonstrates that innovation 

is not limited to products.  In fact, it reinforces 

the notion that product innovations can and 

should be served by process innovations 

that match it stride for stride.  As we 

look forward to the next wave of product 

developments, UL and ULC Standards will 

continue to seek ways to further enhance 

the standards development process.

LightSmartTM Enhancements!
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UL Expands Capabilities for IECEE CB  
Scheme Testing in North America 
As an approved Certified Body Test 

Laboratory (CBTL) for the IEC’s Lighting 

and Luminaires (LITE) category, UL’s 

Research Triangle Park (RTP) facility 

is now providing manufacturers with 

market access to all countries who 

participate in the IECEE’s CB Scheme.  

For inquiries, please contact Scott Travis,  

Scott.Travis@ul.com. 

Learn more by reading the press release in 

the UL newsroom at UL.com/newsroom


